You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for MIELE STB 101 TURBO
MINI. You'll find the answers to all your questions on the MIELE STB 101 TURBO MINI in the user manual (information,
specifications, safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Read the operating instructions carefully before starting to use this piece of equipment, to avoid the risk of accidents and damage to the vacuum cleaner and
to the brush. Keep these instructions in a safe place, and make them available to future users. @@@@Please supervise its use by older children and the
elderly or infirm. @@Switch off at the wall socket and remove the plug. @@Do not use on people or animals. Any other use, modification or alteration to the
brush is at the owner's risk and could be dangerous. The manufacturer cannot be held liable for damage resulting from improper or incorrect use of the
appliance. Clean with a dry or slightly damp cloth when disconnected from the mains supply. If moisture gets into the appliance there is the risk of an electric
shock. ~ Never touch the roller brush while it ~ Do not vacuum up items which are ~ Do not use the hand-held Turbobrush at head level.
long hair , ties , scarves etc. Could be vacuumed in and become entangled in the roller brush. ~ Keep the hand-held Turbobrush away from curtains, clothing
etc, as these could be vacuumed in and become entangled in the roller brush. ~ Switch the vacuum cleaner off immediately during pauses to avoid danger. ~
Do not vacuum up any inflammable or combustible liquids or gases and do not vacuum in areas where such substances are stored.
~ Do not vacuum any surfaces where there is a danger of items being vacuumed up or becoming entangled in the roller brush. ~ Do not vacuum up any water,
liquid or damp dirt. This will cause major faults and could seriously impair the functioning and electrical safety of the vacuum cleaner and the hand-held
Turbobrush. danger of electric shock! Wait until any freshly cleaned or shampooed carpets or floor coverings are completely dry before vacuuming. They
could block the hand-held Turbobrush and the vacuum cleaner and cause damage.
Whether glowing or apparently extinguished. The manufacturer cannot be held liable for damage caused by non-compliance with these Warning and Safety
instructions. The following should not be vacuumed using the hand-held Turbobrush Hard surfaces, such as furniture doors, wooden and stone flooring etc.
There is a danger of the threads being pulled out. @@@@Switch off at the wall socket and remove the plug. @@ then run the vacuum cleaner to vacuum up
the bits. @@Any large particles inside it can then be easily removed. @@@@@@@@The Miele Turbobrush complies with all legal safety requirements.
Improper use can cause both personal injury and property damage. @@@@Keep these instructions in a safe place for future reference.
Moving parts and suction can cause injury. @@@@@@@@@@Use only as described in this manual. ~ Do not touch the brush roller while it is rotating. ~
Do not use the hand-held Turbobrush at head level. long hair , ties , scarves etc. Could be sucked in and become entangled in the brush roller. @@~ Turn off
all controls before unplugging. Unplug from the outlet when not in use and before servicing. @@@@ ~ Do not vacuum up liquids or damp dirt. @@@@~
Do not vacuum up items which are heavy, hard or have sharp edges.
~ Do not pick up anything that is burning or smoking, such as cigarettes, matches, or hot ashes, to avoid the risk of fire. The power cord should be removed.
unplug the vacuum. Cut the power cord off the appliance as close to the vacuum as possible and cut the plug off the cord. The plug cut from the cord should
be disabled and properly discarded.
Under no circumstance should this plug be inserted into a socket (electric shock hazard. The manufacturer cannot be held liable for damage or injury caused
by non-compliance with these Important Safety instructions. Follow the manufacturer's care and maintenance instructions for approved handheld Turbobrush
applications. Do not use the handheld Turbobrush on the following surfaces hard surfaces such as wood or stone flooring, or wooden furniture. Using the
Hand Turbobrush on these surfaces can damage them or the Turbobrush itself.
handmade or knitted items or surfaces with long, loose threads, and on any fabric that can unravel. ^ The Hand Turbobrush can be placed on the end of the
suction wand or directly on the hand grip; whichever is more convenient. ^ For best results, slowly push, then pull the Turbobrush across the surface you are
cleaning. En - USA - Maintenance and care ,Always turn off the vacuum cleaner and disconnect the plug from the electrical supply before cleaning or
servicing the Turbobrush or vacuum. Removing threads and hairs wrapped around the roller: ^ Cut any threads or hairs that have become entangled on the
brush roller with a pair of scissors. @@@@Any large particles which have been drawn in can then be removed. @@@@^ Lift the upper part of the casing
as far as it will go, and remove any debris from the inside of the casing and from the brush roller. @@.
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